
 

The Road Investment Strategy 3: Research Response  

Transport Planning Society response 

Introduc*on 

In “Planning ahead for the Strategic Road Network”, published late 2021, the Government sets out its 
plans to develop the third Road Investment Strategy (RIS3), covering the period from 2025 to 2030.  1

In 2023, the Department for Transport (DfT) will publish a DraL RIS seMng out its intenNons for RIS3, 
which is preceded by a research phase.  

The aim of the research phase is finding out: 

a) What people think should be the main objec*ves for Na*onal Highways and the SRN, both for 
RIS3 and beyond 

b) Which locaNons on the SRN are most in need of improvement 

c) The opportuni*es to unlock wider benefits from investment in the SRN 

d) If there should be any changes in the roads that make up the SRN 

This document is the response of the Transport Planning Society (TPS) to the research phase, focused 
on issues a) and c). We will share our responses with the key stakeholders idenNfied in the reports as 
acNve in the research phase: NaNonal Highways, the Office of Rail and Road, and Transport Focus. 

The Transport Planning Society is the only professional body focusing enNrely on Transport Planning 
in the UK.  With almost 1500 members, we aim to facilitate, develop and promote best pracNce in 2

transport planning and provide a focus for dialogue between all those engaged in it, whatever their 
background or other professional affiliaNon. 

What should be the main objec*ves for Na*onal Highways and the SRN 

We are encouraged by the opening statement in the document that confirms that the highway 
network supports all modes of travel, and not just mechanised modes, or private vehicles. This 
consideraNon must be extended across purposes of trips made using the network. UNlity trips 
(commuNng and work journeys) on the SRN have historically dominated cost-benefit analyses of the 
value derived from investment. It is pleasing to see that leisure trips will also be taken into 
consideraNon with regards to network performance. This is perNnent as almost half of transport 
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professionals expect the number of leisure and social trips to increase in the next five to ten years 
compared to pre-Covid levels.    3

The government should be cognisant of the Transport Focus research that which highlights that users 
mostly value improved quality of road surfaces, safer design and upkeep of roads.  RIS3 should not 4

just be about expansion of the SRN – greater value could be achieved by maintaining and improving 
the exisNng road assets, also considering the climate change threat and the responsibility to ensure 
resilience of the strategic road network in the face of climate events. Resilience of digital 
infrastructure should also be part of this. 

TPS welcomes the statement that RIS3 could also intervene to improve other transport networks 
which can support different ways of making local journeys off the SRN. We recommend the work 
done by (then) Highways England in the M25 South West Quadrant Strategic Study, concluding:  

“This study recommends that the focus of future work should not be on widening the exisAng (M25) 
road. Instead, aIenAon should be given to how to reduce pressures and provide parallel capacity to 
relieve the motorway network. This should work first to find alternaAves to travel, or to move traffic 
to more sustainable modes. But the volume of travel means that road enhancements are also likely to 
be needed”.  5

Switching exisNng driven trips to another mode, including car passenger (increased car occupancy is 
also Government policy) can be supported by land use and planning intervenNons. If a car trip 
changes from a distant desNnaNon poorly served by public transport (PT) to a desNnaNon within 
walking or cycling distance (or with good PT links) it not only reduces car mileage, but it also brings 
new modes into play – both effects reducing the need to invest in further SRN expansion.  

Accessibility mapping across all modes is a key tool to analyse this opportunity across the country.  It 
requires different, be[er integrated policies, (linked to Local Transport and Development Plans) 
instead of those which simply try to make individual modes more a[racNve. Working in closer co-
operaNon with local transport and planning authoriNes could mean a break from capacity increases 
to demand management, mode and desNnaNon switching, on grounds of congesNon and climate 
consideraNons that are be[er served that way. 

Throughout the report there is too strong a focus on alternaNve fuels (biofuels, electricity and 
hydrogen) rather than increasing modal shiL. For the government and NaNonal Highways to reach 
their respecNve net zero targets by 2050, a significant reducNon in total car mileage is required (it 
has been esNmated that a 20% to 30% reducNon is needed by 2030, relaNve to 2019 levels) , with 6

the addiNonal potenNal benefit of also freeing up road-space to other users. 
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In appraisal of the RIS3 programme, we recommend that a separate objecNve related solely to 
carbon should be considered by the DfT, rather than the topic being merged (as it is currently) with 
the ‘Improved Environmental Outcomes’ objecNve. As a minimum, the RIS3 appraisal process should 
ensure that every individual scheme and the overall programme is tested against the government’s 
Transport DecarbonisaNon Plan objecNves.   7

The appraisal process must reflect the now well-recognised uncertainty around future travel demand 
growth, be that because of a conNnuaNon of the trends emerging from Covid 19 lockdowns, or as 
exemplified by the two climate change scenarios presented by Prof Phil Goodwin,  rather than the 8

current DfT traffic growth forecasts. The latest DfT forecasts are now more than 3 years old, and 
reflect pre-pandemic assumpNons about the economy and associated future travel demand.  We 9

disagree with the statement that changes in the forecast of future travel demand “are highly unlikely 
to overturn the importance of the SRN”. The modelling of alternaNve scenarios needs to prove that, 
and all such scenarios must reflect unintended consequences, such as induced demand occurring 
where congesNon is (temporarily) resolved. 

Any assessment of the RIS3 programme and any of its component schemes must build on the 
Uncertainty Toolkit and Common AnalyNcal Scenarios developed by the Department itself,  and 10

learn from similar scenario development acNviNes by, for example, Transport Scotland and Transport 
for the North.   11 12

By incenNvising driving, through lowering the driver’s Nme and hence generalised cost, any 
sustainability package aimed at decarbonisaNon will have to first make up for this disincenNve – at 
least to the predicted car travel Nme value. The logical way to achieve this is by reallocaNng road 
space at the same Nme but that also reduces benefits as they are currently calculated. RIS3 needs to 
consider if the current approach to appraisal needs overhauling, to overcome this conundrum. 
Currently, the underlying jusNficaNon for SRN schemes which influence urban/suburban traffic is the 
very thing which undermines other Government policy. Strategic schemes do interact with urban and 
suburban areas and policies: it’s where most of the people and cars are located. 
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The government’s own Transport DecarbonisaNon Plan raises increasing car occupancy and 
encouraging public transport use as two measures that can immediately cut transport’s carbon 
emissions. RIS3 needs to embrace this point and facilitate where possible. The government should 
invesNgate, and possibly trial the use of High Occupancy Toll lanes to support increasing car 
occupancy and provide complementary funding to enhance public transport provision. Recent press 
suggesNons that the Bus Back Be[er funds have been halved from £3Bn to £1.4Bn are worrying.  13

The Society welcomes the statement that “AcNon on the SRN will support the use of a decarbonised 
vehicle fleet and make acNve travel and public transport easier and more a[racNve to use”, and 
would seek assurances that these acNons are embedded in the designs, monitored and evaluated. 

It is posiNve to see that the SRN is one of the safest networks in the world and that safety is, and will 
conNnue to be, the Department’s top priority in RIS3. Despite this, an omission from this parNcular 
objecNve, and the publicaNon as a whole, is any reference to Smart Motorways. A government 
statement on delaying the further the rollout of was recently published,  and RIS3 should reflect not 14

only the stated intenNon to halt the construcNon of new Smart Motorways, but also assess if the 
compleNon of the 100 or so miles of Smart Motorways under construcNon should be paused unNl a 
full 5 years’ worth of safety data is available. 

The Society disagrees with the intenNon in the report, that enhancement schemes that had funding 
approved in an earlier RIS, and where construcNon has not concluded by March 2025, will conNnue 
to be funded in RIS3. We are of the opinion that all schemes should be reassessed, in line with the 
proposed review of NaNonal Policy Statement for NaNonal Networks. 

Given the increase in cycle usage, and the reported 40% increase in cyclist deaths in 2020, we urge 
the government to ensure that all RIS3 projects have measures in place to improve cyclist safety.   15

In terms of catering for freight, more is possible to opNmise road haulage (e.g. through 
consolidaNon). Rather than simply predicNng and providing for ongoing growth; the government can 
play a role in this. The SRN does not need to be the only network catering for the movement of 
goods, or investment in RIS3 be the only way to address the congesNon costs experienced by road 
freight. Be[er use can be made of rail freight alternaNves, not just for access to global markets but as 
a realisNc mode that deserves consideraNon for investment. A more effecNve rail freight offering may 
be preferable over expansion of the strategic road network in RIS3. The involvement of the Office of 
Rail and Road is a posiNve step towards this.  

Meaningful engagement with bus and other mass transit operators should also occur ahead of the 
RIS3 final publicaNon. We recommend that RIS3 ensures it takes note of, and aligns with, the 
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NaNonal Infrastructure Commission’s Second NaNonal Infrastructure Assessment: Baseline Report, 
recently published.   16

The opportuni*es to unlock wider benefits from investment in the SRN 

We are encouraged that according to the report, SRN investment has also unlocked 160 new and 
improved cycleways and footpaths, and urge the government to look for greater opportunity to seek 
wider benefits for non-motorised travellers from the significant investment in RIS3. Ideally, we would 
like to see a percentage of the overall spend commi[ed to acNve mode improvements; and a 
mandate that every RIS scheme has an explicit walking and cycling component, scruNnised by AcNve 
Travel England. The improvement of roads should be for all rather than private car / freight users 
alone. 

The SRN interacts, inevitably, with roads lower down the hierarchy, where many of the trips visible 
on and benefiNng from investment in the SRN, will originate. Unlocking benefits needs to recognise 
this interplay, for at least the following three reasons: 

- Strategic roads, with a movement rather than place funcNon, can support the creaNon and 
success of Low Traffic Neighbourhoods and other place-making iniNaNves 

- However, unlocking congesNon on the strategic road network, making car-based travel faster 
and easier, can induce further car-based demand, negaNng some of the intended local road 
benefits, and even increase traffic in mainly residenNal streets as end desNnaNons of such 
trips 

- And in any case, investment in the SRN also needs to reflect the needs of those who live and 
work along the strategic road network, and who are already concerned about the 
redistribuNon of road traffic towards this network, and its externaliNes to their environment 

The designated funds for dealing with severance and noise impacts have been well received and are 
a valuable potenNal funding source for local communiNes to make improvements to reduce negaNve 
impacts of road schemes on their quality of life.  In RIS3, this funding pot should be increased, and 
NaNonal Highways should be more proacNve in exploring opNons for using this funding and reduce 
the administraNon necessary for local highway authoriNes to access this.  This could include 
earmarked allocaNons against local authoriNes with clear eligibility criteria and a ‘use it or lose it’ 
approach – perhaps linked to schemes idenNfied in a new round of LTPs.  It is essenNal that these 
LTPs and RIS3 are aligned.  

The SRN’s creaNon of jobs is welcomed but a commitment (ideally in the form of a measurable 
target) to the creaNon of long-term employment opportuniNes for those from typically 
underrepresented groups should be provided in RIS3. This acNon would reduce employment gaps in 
road and would assist both the government’s commitment to ‘build back be[er’ and to ‘level up’.  17
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In a similar vein, the trial and rollout of new digital technologies is expected to improve safety and 
create efficiencies on the SRN. However, they must not exclude nor prohibit users that cannot adopt 
them. The involvement of Transport Focus is encouraging to see, but the Department and its 
partners must consider an SRN technology strategy for the network, with a heavy focus on 
engagement and consultaNon with users. Technology can also have unintended negaNve 
consequences – for example the reported increase in usage of C- and unclassified roads over the past 
ten years, most likely encouraged by navigaNonal systems now commonly available in cars and on 
smart phones.  18

Summary 

The Transport Planning Society recognises the opportunity that RIS3 offers to improve travel 
condiNons not just for private car and freight traffic, but across all modes of travel that make use of 
roads. The road investment strategy should recognise the interplay between levels of hierarchy and 
between travel modes, ensuring that all benefit. 

In a previous study on the M25 it was found by NaNonal Highways itself that investments off the 
strategic road network may deliver the intended outcomes easier and cheaper than by expanding 
the SRN. It would be refreshing to see the funds available in RIS3 for such alternaNve intervenNons, 
be that the lower Ner network, or other modes, such as acNve travel for personal trips or rail for 
freight movement. Climate resilience and maintenance of exisNng assets should be prioriNsed.  

In any case, the strategy needs to align with strategies at the local level (such as emerging Local 
Transport Plans) and other naNonal policies, such as decarbonisaNon. Reducing the need to travel, 
rather than providing for predicted traffic growth is one way of doing so.  

The latest DfT Road Traffic Forecasts are now more than 3 years old, and uncertainty should be at the 
heart of road investment related decision-making. TPS believes that this implies a review of all 
schemes approved in the previous RIS. 
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